The cards in this workshop are designed with adaptation in mind. The cuts and card layouts can be achieved with different Fundamental Paper Packs and embellishments. As well, the sentiment areas were kept 'generic' in order to be able to substitute in different sentiments to suit your client's needs.

Due to the simplicity of this workshop - it is very easy to structure it to fit your workshop style. You can either choose to purchase full size products for each of your workshop attendees. Or you can divide the products into kits in order to cut down on the workshop costs.

In the following supply and cut lists I have made suggestions as to the colors and prints I used for the sample cards. However, each Fundamental Paper Pack is so versatile...you can easily substitute in different prints for more variety of cards and efficient use of the entire Fundamental Paper Pack.
## MATERIALS NEEDED

- A1192 Happy Heart Stamp Set
- Z3169 Cricut Artbooking Collection
- Z1836 Non-Stick Micro-Tip Scissors
- Z1783 SureCut Deluxe Craft Paper Trimmer
- Z3022 3L Easy Dot Adhesive
- Z2089 Memory Book Micro Glue Dots
- Z1151 3-D Foam Tape

## WHIMSY CARD SET

- Z3255 Whimsy Fundamentals
- X5751 Sorbet Cardstock
- X5929 Whisper Cardstock
- 1385 White Daisy Cardstock
- Z2864 Sorbet Ink Pad
- Z2872 Whisper Ink Pad
- Z2844 Pixie Ink Pad
- Z2817 Crystal Blue Ink Pad
- X254 White Daisy Value Pack
- Z3089 Grey Enamel Gems
- Z3095 Whisper Thick Twine

## ENCHANTMENT CARD SET

- Z3254 Enchantment Fundamentals
- X5777 Fern Cardstock
- 1243 Goldrush Cardstock
- 1388 Colonial White Cardstock
- Z2848 Sapphire Ink Pad
- Z2847 Eggplant Ink Pad
- Z2850 Fern Ink Pad
- Z2854 Pomegranate Ink Pad
- Z2823 Goldrush Ink Pad
- X1410 Colonial White Value Pack
- Z3123 Green Triangle Gems
- Z3093 Fern Thick Twine
Card #1 - Drapery Fold Card

4"x11-1/2"  Juniper/Sorbet Cross Print  Peacock/Fern Graph Print  
(Refer to included instructions on how to complete the Drapery Fold)

30" Twine  Whisper Thick Twine  Fern Thick Twine

Cricut Cuts  Artbooking*
Pg 48  Icon <q>
Sorbet Cardstock  Sorbet Cardstock
Cut 1 @ 1-3/4" (Real Dial)  Cut 1 @ 2" (Real Dial)
Cut 1 @ 1-1/4" (Real Dial)  Icon <b>
Cut 2 @ 1-1/2" (Real Dial)  Goldrush Cardstock

(*Number of cuts listed are for one card.)

Assembly:
1. Cut, score and fold 4"x11-1/2" piece according to the included instructions
2. Attach to card front
3. Stamp sentiment in bottom right hand corner of card front in ink color of choice
4. Double wrap thick twine around card front and secure in the front with a bow
5. Adhere Cricut cuts clustered near the bow with 3-D Foam Tape
Card #2 - Happy Heart Card

3-3/4"x3-1/2"  Whisper Cardstock  Fern Cardstock
3-1/2"x1"  Cut 1 of each:  Cut 1 of each:
Crystal Blue Polka Dot  Sapphire Pin Dot
Sweet Leaf Polka Dot  Saffron Pin Dot
Pixie Polka Dot  Pomegranate Pin Dot
1-1/2"x2-1/8"  White Daisy Cardstock  Colonial White Cardstock
6" Twine for bow  Whisper Thick Twine  Fern Thick Twine
Cricut Cuts  Pg 83  Pg 83
Photo Mat 1 <allstar>  Photo Mat 1 <allstar>
Whisper Cardstock  Fern Cardstock
Cut 1 @ 1-3/4" (Real Dial)  Cut 1 @ 1-3/4" (Real Dial)

Assembly:
1. Adhere the (3) 3-1/2"x1" pieces of Fundamental prints, evenly spaced, to the 3-3/4"x 3-1/2" cardstock piece
2. Adhere the 3-3/4"x3-1/2" piece to the left side of the card about 1/4" from the left edge of the card and centered top and bottom
3. Stamp sentiment on the 1-1/2"x2-1/8" cardstock piece with ink color of choice. Large and small hearts should be stamped in second generation Adhere to the center of the Cricut Cut tag
4. Tie a bow into the 6" of Thick Twine and attach to the tag with a glue dot
5. With 3-D Foam Tape adhere the completed Cricut Cut tag to the card front
6. Use self adhesive gems to embellish the card
Card #3 - Bottom of my Heart Card

5-1/4"x4"  Whisper Cardstock  Fern Cardstock
3-3/4"x3-3/4"  Glacier Diagonal Stripe  Eggplant Polka Dot
1-1/4"x3-3/4"  Glacier Watercolor Print  Colonial White Cardstock
14" Thick Twine  Whisper Thick Twine  Fern Thick Twine

Assembly:
1. Stamp sentiment in the ink color of choice in the bottom right hand side of the 1-1/4"x3-3/4" piece. Stamp the large heart in second generation
2. Adhere this to the bottom of the 5-1/4"x4" piece of cardstock
3. Adhere the 3-3/4"x3-3/4" to the 5-1/4"x4" piece along the top of the stamped sentiment piece. This should leave an equal border around both pieces.
4. Wrap the 14" of Thick Twine around this piece along the separation of the two adhered pieces. Tie a bow to the left.
5. With 3-D Foam tape, adhere this entire completed piece to the card front
6. Use self adhesive gems to embellish the card
Cut a 12” x 12” sheet of doubled sided B&T paper to 4” x 11.5” and you can get 3 from one sheet, to make 3 cards! Score the long way at 3”, 4”, 6”, 7”, 9”, and 10”. Cut from the bottom at the 3” score mark at an angle to about 1” below the right top corner. Accordion fold and then adhere to the card front that is 5.5” x 4.25”.